
The ac'on at the nut on both necks is higher than I would like, and I will be adjus'ng it in the future.  The open pore finish feels rough, the edges are moving  
                                                                 towards sharpness, and the                         instrument is no'ceably heavy.  I like the comfort edge.  

There is an odd “chorus” effect from the strings you are not playing, resul'ng in a “cathedral sustain” no 
maBer what you do.                                                          The tone tends to be preBy generic.

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Marker Dots? Body Style

Twin Tenor 16.875 inches (x2) 18 (x2) Yes Merged Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Ovangkol Laminate Ovangkol Walnut Walnut No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

Plastic? No Open Pore 28.5 in., 2 lb. 11.2 oz. Rear facing sloNed

Ac'on at 1st Fret Ac'on at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret*

0.5<x<1 mm 2.75 mm (X2) 37.62,m 37.56 mm 9.78 mm (30.90 G-A) 
6.37 mm (31.37 8 string)

20.97 mm 
23.46 mm (8 string)

Ortega Hydra Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
Cri'cal issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At 'me of review) Difficult to find

Sound Quality
Poor

Volume
Soc/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Readily available

Excellent

Playability
Build makes playing easierBuild does not ease playing

I saw this instrument at NAMM 2019 and wanted it.  I have eight string instruments and thus bring 
two ukuleles with me to events—so this makes it possible to just bring one.  In summary, the Hydra is 
a laminate ukulele with two necks.  It has some nice features, but it isn’t par'cularly great sounding or 
great to play.  I do like the comfort edge, tuners, and the electronics, but the ovangkol is uninspiring 
and the open pore is disappoin'ng.  It’s a fun idea that could use beBer realiza'on. 

$400

The two necks and two sound holes will grab your aBen'on.  The sloBed headstocks and gold tuners look great.  The roseBes around each sound hole seems to 
be overkill.  The tor'se shell binding looks nice.  Then the walnut fretboard and bridge, open pore laminate, and ovangkol make you ask, “Why?”

Accessories Included: Embedded Tuner, Case, One Strap BuBon 
Links: UkeStuff.Info

Overall, a brighter sound with limited depth.

3.0 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to boBom of neck

A lot of thought went into the build, but the choice of an open finish, 'ed with rough fret edges and glue seepage let you know that the quality is less than the price. 
I worry about the switch that was used for choosing the output…I wish it was a dial.

There are many features on this “custom” ukulele; but when you play it, it does not exude a sense of being an elite instrument.

Not soc, but not loud.  You would think the large body would help this one speak up.
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Ra'ng Summary Statement

It took a while for these to get to dealers, but are available now.

https://youtu.be/WVjHN3SHv34
https://youtu.be/WVjHN3SHv34

